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HOW NUCLEAR SOUTH ASIA IS LIKE COLD
WAR EUROPE
The Stability-Instability Paradox Revisited

Michael D. Cohen

Conventional wisdom states that the stability-instability paradox does not explain the effect of

nuclear proliferation on the conflict propensity of South Asia, and that nuclear weapons have had

a different and more dangerous impact in South Asia than Cold War Europe. I argue that the

paradox explains nuclear South Asia; that the similarities between nuclear South Asia and Cold

War Europe are strong; and that conventional instability does not cause revisionist challenges in

the long run. I develop and probe a psychological causal mechanism that explains the impact of

nuclear weapons on Cold War Europe and South Asia. Following the ten-month mobilized crisis in

2002, Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf may have adopted a more moderate foreign policy

toward India after experiencing fear of imminent nuclear war, as Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev

did forty years earlier. I argue that the stability-instability paradox explains Cold War Europe and

nuclear South Asia and will, conditional on Iranian and North Korean revisionism, predict the

impact of nuclear weapon development on these states’ conflict propensities.

KEYWORDS: South Asia; Pakistan; India; Iran; Cold War; nuclear deterrence; nuclear weapons;

nuclear proliferation

How have nuclear weapons impacted the conflict propensity of India and Pakistan? In an
influential article on the consequences of Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons for the
war propensity of the Indo-Pakistani rivalry (hereafter referred to as South Asia), S. Paul
Kapur, a professor at the US Naval Postgraduate School, argues that the stability-instability
paradox (hereafter referred to as the paradox) does not explain recent violence in South
Asia.1 The paradox predicts that if two states have survivable second-strike nuclear forces
and one of the leaders believes that nuclear war is unlikely, he will have incentives to
engage in limited conventional aggression against his adversary out of the conviction that
any resulting crisis or war will not escalate to nuclear war.2 According to Kapur, in South
Asia the belief that nuclear war is likely has caused conventional aggression, rather than
the belief that nuclear war is unlikely as the paradox predicts. Kapur argues that this makes
the paradox invalid in South Asia, differentiates nuclear South Asia from the Cold War
standoff, and makes the former much more dangerous.

If the paradox does not explain nuclear South Asia, it might not apply to future
nuclear powers such as Iran and North Korea. However, if it applies to South Asia and the
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Cold War, we might expect it to apply to these cases too. Given the obvious importance of
understanding the impact of nuclear proliferation on the behavior and war propensity of
new nuclear powers, it makes sense to revisit the paradox to assess whether Kapur’s
conclusions about one of the most influential theories of the strategic implications of
nuclear weapons on conventional war propensity follow from his theoretical premises.
One might question whether such an exclusive focus on Kapur is warranted. However
Kapur is the only scholar to have developed theoretical models to address the relationship
between nuclear weapons and conflict in Cold War Europe and South Asia. His data allow
a strong probe of them and are probably the best that will be available for a long time.
Kapur’s original 2005 International Security article has now been cited fifty-three times and
is surely the orthodox wisdom on the impact of nuclear proliferation on the conflict
propensity of South Asia.3 A keyword search for “stability-instability paradox” in scholarly
journals yields only two other articles.4 His contribution to the impact of nuclear
proliferation on the war propensity of South Asia has been seminal. This present article
demonstrates that a more optimistic—or at least a less pessimistic—explanation is also
supported by the data.5

I argue that the paradox does indeed explain recent Indo-Pakistani violence. Kapur’s
data are quite consistent with the paradox, and nuclear South Asia is in important ways
like Cold War Europe. The absence of extended deterrence, along with the presence of
territorially contiguous adversaries, third party intervention, and non-state terrorist groups
do not undermine the applicability of the paradox to nuclear South Asia. Moreover, I argue
that if the paradox is correct, nuclear weapons may not have made South Asia as
dangerous as Kapur claims. It is possible that former Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf—
like the former Soviet Union Premier Nikita Khrushchev—challenged the status quo but
that his fear of imminent nuclear escalation in 2002 moderated his revisionism. Both
leaders were prepared to accept the risks of nuclear war during the 1999 Kargil war and
1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, respectively, before they experienced fear of imminent nuclear
war. Fear causes what I call “pessimistic risk choices” that lead them to refrain from further
nuclear compellence—forcing an adversary to take an action by explicitly or implicitly
threatening the use of nuclear weapons, defined here as attempting to sustain revisions to
the status quo through the combination of threats and the use of force. I show that this
behavior is consistent with international relations scholar Glenn H. Snyder’s formulation of
the paradox and offer some supporting evidence on the effects of fear experienced in the
laboratory and by plausibility probes of Khrushchev and Musharraf. To begin, I outline
Kapur’s argument and show that his major theoretical claims are weaker explanations than
the paradox. I proceed to describe how nuclear South Asia is like Cold War Europe, and
then offer an alternative explanation that is consistent with the stability-instability paradox
and which suggests that the impact of nuclear proliferation in South Asia has been less
destabilizing than commonly assumed.

Kapur’s Argument

In this section, I first address Kapur’s assessment of the literature on the paradox in South
Asia and then assess his own arguments about what the paradox expects regarding the
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mechanisms of crises and war in the region. One might argue that what other scholars say
about the paradox is unimportant if our purpose is to assess Kapur’s claims. But Kapur
argues that other scholars make claims about the paradox that resonate with his. If he is
incorrect here, there may be grounds to doubt his other arguments. I show that two
scholars that Kapur claimed draw similar conclusions to his own in fact do not. This is
important because there are no other scholars who view the paradox in either South Asia
or the Cold War as he does.

Kapur claims that “some scholars suggest that the possibility of lower-level conflict
spiralling to the nuclear threshold facilitates [emphasis added] regional violence.”6 The
paradox, of course, assumes that this possibility deters violence: revisionism will only occur,
according to the paradox, if leaders believe nuclear war to be very unlikely.7 Kapur claimed
that University of California at Berkeley Professor “Lowell Dittmer states that ‘fear of
escalation to the nuclear level … facilitates the resort to violence.’”8 But Dittmer claimed
that both he and his contributors concurred that the paradox involves a mechanism where
“precisely because nuclearization is assumed to provide a ‘cap’ on escalation, this facilitates
the resort to violence.”9 (Emphasis added.) Dittmer argued, contrary to Kapur’s interpreta-
tion, that violence is caused by the absence of concern for escalation to the nuclear level.

Kapur also claims that Indiana University at Bloomington Professor Sumit Ganguly
“broadly attributes the stability/instability paradox’s effects to a ‘fear of nuclear escala-
tion.’”10 But Ganguly stated that “nuclear weapons do contribute to stability at one level,
for fear of nuclear escalation.”11 It is unclear whether Ganguly is implying that this stability
is at the nuclear or conventional level, but it seems a stretch to infer from this that
Ganguly claims that fear of nuclear escalation facilitates conventional violence. Ganguly is
surely implying not that fear of nuclear escalation causes conventional regional violence
but that it deters or contains it. He has argued as much elsewhere.12 This brief discussion
of Kapur’s assessment of the literature shows that Kapur’s claim that there are two
interpretations of the stability-instability paradox is surely wrong. None of the small extant
literature that has addressed the paradox has argued that a high probability of nuclear war
causes conventional revisionism. Kapur’s claim that “the literature is unclear as to how the
paradox actually causes instability in South Asia” is wrong.13 Only Kapur argues that the
possibility of nuclear escalation facilitates regional violence.

One can argue that the paradox does not explain nuclear South Asia because India
and Pakistan did not have survivable second-strike arsenals in 1999. But it is likely that
Indian and Pakistani leaders believed that they could not have destroyed all of their
adversary’s nuclear weapons; small arsenals may be sufficient for survivable second-strike
forces. I now address Kapur’s core theoretical claims about why the paradox does not
explain recent South Asian violence. According to Kapur, if nuclear war was unlikely,
aggressive Pakistani attempts to revise territorial boundaries should have been met with
vigorous unrestrained Indian responses. Kapur argues, in effect, that if the paradox
explains nuclear South Asia, either we should not have observed Pakistani aggression or
we should have observed vigorous Indian retaliation in response:

A low likelihood of nuclear escalation would reduce Pakistani nuclear weapons’ ability to
deter a conventional attack. This reduction in deterrence would leave weaker Pakistan
less protected from India’s conventional advantage in the event of conflict and thus
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would discourage Pakistani aggression. Simultaneously, it would encourage vigorous
Indian action to defend the status quo and defeat any Pakistani adventurism.14

Kapur argues that because conflict in 1999 and 2001–02 involved Pakistani aggression and
restrained Indian responses, Indian and Pakistani leaders must not have believed that
nuclear war was unlikely. Rather, Kapur argues, they must have believed that nuclear war
was likely, or at least a “serious possibility.”15 The likelihood of nuclear war, in Kapur’s
argument, caused Indian restraint and third party mediation of the Kashmir dispute to
prevent nuclear escalation. This emboldened Pakistan to attempt to internationalize the
Kashmir dispute in an attempt to revise the status quo. Kapur thus claims that

Pakistani adventurism would be encouraged only if nuclear escalation became a serious
possibility in the event that a limited Indo-Pakistani conflict spiralled to the level of full-scale
conventional conflict. Now Pakistani leaders could engage in limited conventional
aggression, believing that India would probably be deterred from launching a full-scale
conventional response. Additionally, third parties, which might otherwise be uninter-
ested in an Indo-Pakistani conflict, would likely become concerned and possibly seek to
mediate the Kashmir dispute in an effort to prevent a nuclear confrontation. Thus,
Pakistani aggression would be likely in a South Asian security environment where instability
at the strategic level enabled limited conventional instability.16 (Emphasis added.)

The problem with all of this is that the Pakistani limited challenge to the status quo at
Kargil in 1999—that did not threaten the core interests of India and Pakistan and thus never
threatened to escalate to nuclear war—is precisely what the paradox would predict.
Pakistani behavior at Kargil would undermine the paradox if, as Kapur stipulates, the
aggression was premised on the Pakistani belief that nuclear escalation was a sufficiently
“serious possibility” to pose a serious threat. But the claim that the Kargil war planners
believed that their revisionism might have caused nuclear escalation under some
conditions has no empirical support. Musharraf and his associates did not challenge the
status quo at Kargil because they believed that any escalation would bring a real risk of
nuclear war. Kapur’s own evidence suggests that their beliefs that a nuclear crisis was
unlikelymotivated the Kargil plan. For example, former Foreign Ministry Director General for
South Asian Affairs Jalil Jilani stated that “since Pakistan’s acquisition of nuclear capacity,
Pakistan has felt much less threatened;” nuclear weapons allowed policies that could “put a
check on Indian ambition.”17 This hardly suggests that he believed nuclear war was likely.

Kapur’s argument that the Pakistanis should have realized that Indian retaliation was
inevitable and therefore not have challenged the status quo assumes that the costs of
Indian retaliation would have been sufficient to deter aggression. But the gains were
perceived to be high and the costs low. Many of the Kargil war planners believed that a
revision of the status quo was politically imperative. Indian troop deployments were
dispersed throughout the country with many far from Kashmir, and mobilization for a
conflict in Kashmir is harder in the winter. This would have inhibited immediate Indian
retaliation on Pakistani troops and would have created further incentives for Pakistani
territorial revisionism.18 The former head of Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
directorate said at the time that “the Indian army is incapable of undertaking any
conventional operations at present.”19 Furthermore, the Kargil war planners seem to have
incorrectly believed that Indian isolation after the May 1998 nuclear tests would have
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caused the United States to intervene in any crisis in a manner favorable to Pakistan.20 This
belief was obviously incorrect as the United States intervened favorably to India; President
Bill Clinton went to great lengths to ensure that Pakistan was viewed as having gained
nothing from the Kargil transgression.21 It is not clear how all of this undermines the
paradox: Pakistani leaders believed that nuclear war was unlikely and that there were gains
to be had from a limited challenge to the status quo. The original paradox predicted that if
one leader believed nuclear war was unlikely he might challenge the status quo. It is hard
to see how Pakistani behavior does not confirm the relevance of the paradox to South Asia.

Kapur’s stipulation that the paradox expects vigorous Indian retaliation to Pakistani
aggression, given Indian leaders’ beliefs that nuclear war is unlikely, is also odd. Kapur is
only correct that the paradox expects such Indian beliefs to cause vigorous Indian
retaliation if beliefs about the probability of nuclear escalation are the only cause of Indian
policy. Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee and his advisers could have believed that
nuclear war was unlikely but refrained from a vigorous response for other reasons. Because
India’s dispersed peacetime deployments and the desire to appease international public
opinion also influenced Indian restraint, the Indian belief that nuclear war is unlikely led to
restraint in the face of Pakistani aggression. But this is also fully consistent with the paradox.

Kapur himself notes other causes of Indian restraint: “dispersed peacetime
deployment patterns limit India’s ability to bring its forces to bear on Pakistan. … In the
short term, Pakistan may be able to field a somewhat larger force in the border region
than the Indians.”22 The desire to appease international public opinion and receive a
desirable US response strongly influenced Indian policy during the Kargil war and the
subsequent ten-month crisis.23 Kapur’s stipulations about the Pakistani and Indian policy
we should have observed if the paradox is correct are unconvincing. Pakistani challenges
and Indian restraint are quite consistent with paradox logic.

US Crisis Management

I now address Kapur’s claims about US involvement and the paradox. His basic argument
is that nuclear escalation is a “serious possibility” or realistic threat because US leaders and
their advisers believe it to be. Because it assumes that leaders believe that nuclear war is
improbable, the paradox, according to Kapur, must be wrong. But this argument is only
correct if US concerns about the probability of nuclear escalation in South Asia are the
same as those of revisionist Pakistan.

Kapur argues that “Pakistan’s policy exploited the possibility of subsequent nuclear
escalation in a full-scale Indo-Pakistani conventional confrontation.”24 But he offers no
evidence that Pakistani leaders believed that either a full-scale conventional confrontation
or nuclear escalation was probable. Rather, he claims that such Indian beliefs caused
Indian restraint and that US concerns about nuclear escalation motivated Washington to
address the Kashmir issue. One of Kapur’s interviewees, Jalil Jilani, claimed that:

central to Pakistani strategy has been the recognition that ‘it is always possible for
[conventional conflict] to get out of hand.’ This recognition has ‘deterred India’ and made
clear to the international community that it ‘has a stake in achieving peace in the
region.’25
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There is no evidence in this remark or elsewhere of Pakistani leaders’ beliefs that nuclear
escalation was likely motivating them to challenge the status quo. Rather, it suggests that
Pakistani leaders’ beliefs about India’s resolve emboldened them. Similarly, Pakistani
strategists were likely emboldened by US concerns about nuclear escalation. The key point
here is that the Pakistanis were not emboldened because they thought that nuclear
escalation was possible. Rather, they were emboldened because they believed that it was
improbable, and that Indian and US beliefs that it was possible would favorably influence
their response to Pakistani revisionism. It is a long stretch to infer strategic nuclear
instability from Indian and American beliefs about the potential for nuclear escalation
when there is no evidence that the weaker revisionist state that challenged the status quo
believed that nuclear escalation was likely. Evidence that the Pakistanis thought that
nuclear escalation at Kargil was likely would falsify the paradox because Pakistan
challenged the status quo. But no such evidence exists. There is little theoretical and
empirical support for Kapur’s claims that instability at the strategic level caused
conventional instability. It is more plausible that Pakistani beliefs that nuclear war was
unlikely caused recent violence: this is precisely what the paradox expects.

Nuclear South Asia and Cold War Europe

Kapur offers another reason why the paradox does not explain nuclear South Asia: Cold
War Europe exhibited a different strategic environment and causal mechanism involving
nuclear weapons and revisionism. He claims that the weaker state in the Cold War was
content with the status quo, while in South Asia the weaker state is revisionist. Nuclear
South Asia is unlike Cold War Europe, according to Kapur, because “the Soviets, the
potentially revisionist power in Cold War Europe, were conventionally stronger than NATO
[North Atlantic Treaty Organization].” He elaborates that “the strategic conditions that
gave rise to Cold War stability/instability dangers are precisely reversed in South Asia”
where “Pakistan, the revisionist state in the Indo-Pakistani conflict dyad, is conventionally
weak relative to India.”26

Much depends here on how one defines and measures military power. One could
argue that in total conventional war, the Soviet Union would have prevailed over NATO
forces. But it is unclear that the concept of total conventional war makes sense in the
nuclear age; such a conflict would likely have escalated to nuclear war where winners and
losers would be harder to determine. A more relevant indicator of superior conventional
military power may be the ability to make and sustain revisions to the status quo. The
most likely form of such Soviet revisionism was usually considered to be a surprise attack
with standing forces because a major mobilization would eliminate the benefits of
surprise.

Kapur concedes that the Soviet conventional superiority thesis was subsequently
called into serious question.27 But the influential research that he cites seriously
undermines his claim that the Soviet Union was conventionally superior to the United
States. It argues that NATO forces would have been able to deter or withstand such a
Soviet/Warsaw Pact surprise attack. It is more plausible that rough parity existed between
Soviet (Warsaw Pact) and US (NATO) forces. Cornell University Professor Matthew
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Evangelista focused on the 1947–48 period and found that “Soviet troops were not
capable of executing the kind of invasion feared in the West during the late 1940s.”28

Former US government officials Alain Enthoven and Wayne Smith addressed the 1960s
and concluded that “NATO and the Warsaw Pact were roughly equal in terms of soldiers,
guns, vehicles, infantrymen, and the like. In many respects, we were ‘superior:’ in some
respects, they were.”29 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Professor Barry Posen
addressed the 1980s and concluded that “NATO forces are fully competitive with the
Warsaw Pact in Central Europe,” and “would probably thwart a conventional attack.”30

University of Chicago Professor John Mearsheimer also addressed the 1980s and argued
that “there is ample reason for thinking the Soviets cannot overrun Germany with
conventional forces. … NATO has a good chance of defeating a conventional Warsaw Pact
attack in Central Europe.” Moreover, Mearsheimer argued that “the common image of
overwhelming Pact materiel superiority, created by misleading ‘bean counts’ of unrep-
resentative classes of equipment, is simply incorrect.”31 Khrushchev and his colleagues
agreed with Soviet Defense Minister Rodion Malinovsky that “our inferior position was
impossible to us.”32 He stated that “so long as the Soviet Union was the weaker
superpower, it had to practice brinkmanship to keep its adversary off-balance.”33 Cuban
leader Fidel Castro claimed in 1992 that, during the Cuban Missile Crisis, “we didn’t believe
that it (Soviet capability) was greater than that of the United States.” One might argue that
these analyses do not undermine Kapur’s claims about Soviet conventional superiority in
the 1950s because US decision makers at the time believed it. But the critical belief for
assessing the validity of the paradox is that of the revisionist state, and Khrushchev
believed that he was either conventionally inferior or unable to sustain revisions to the
Berlin status quo.

The problem with Kapur’s claim that Soviet conventional superiority differentiates
Cold War Europe from South Asia is that while the Soviets may have been in better shape
against NATO than the Pakistanis were against India, both the Soviet Union and Pakistan
lacked the conventional superiority to realize their revisionist ambitions. Both were unable
to sustain long-term changes to their status quo and made limited challenges to the status
quo in a manner expected by the paradox. The similarities in the relationship between
nuclear weapons and revisionism in Cold War Europe and nuclear South Asia are strong.34

Other Potentially Differentiating Variables

If the conventional balance of forces does not significantly differentiate the impact of the
paradox on stability/instability dynamics in South Asia from Cold War Europe, what of
other variables particular to India and Pakistan? One might argue that the important role
of favorable US intervention in Kashmir that may have partly motivated the Kargil war
planners differentiates the impact of the paradox in South Asia from Cold War Europe. The
desire for favorable third party intervention might change the source of Pakistani
motivations, but it is not clear that Pakistani leaders were emboldened to challenge the
status quo more than Khrushchev was during the Cold War. Pakistani leaders might be
more emboldened if they believed that favorable US intervention would be likely. But they
would also have to consider unfavorable and costly reactions by more powerful third
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parties, and this may substantially reduce Pakistani revisionism. It is unclear that possible
third party intervention makes Pakistani challenges more or less likely than in the Cold
War, where third party intervention was impossible. Did Pakistan challenge Indian
positions in Kashmir between 1999 and 2002 more than Khrushchev challenged the
Western presence in Berlin between 1959 and 1962? The role of third party intervention
does not necessarily differentiate nuclear South Asia from Cold War Europe.

The US extended deterrence commitment to its NATO allies to respond to Warsaw
Pact aggression was presumably less credible than India’s commitment to retaliate to
Pakistani aggression in Kashmir or India itself. Pakistan-sponsored insurgents who have
attacked targets inside India, as well as Pakistan’s territorial contiguity with India, also
differentiate nuclear South Asia from Cold War Europe. Do these variables mitigate the
validity of the paradox to South Asia or differentiate it from Cold War Europe? Deterring
aggression against a third party (extended deterrence) involves different strategic
dynamics than deterring aggression directed at one’s own territory. Everything else
being equal, extended deterrence is less likely to be effective than direct deterrence. But
all else may not be equal: challengers in extended deterrence situations might believe
that nuclear escalation is less likely than those in direct deterrence contexts because
defenders would be less likely to risk nuclear war over their ally than the defense of their
own territory. Defenders in extended deterrence situations might thus believe that they
are more vulnerable to challenges and do more to convince the challenger that nuclear
war will likely result from challenges more than defenders in direct deterrence contexts.
Defenders in extended deterrence contexts could pursue policies—like positioning
American tactical nuclear weapons in Europe—that make nuclear war very likely if
challenges occur. If challengers in extended deterrence contexts realize this, it is not
clear that direct or extended deterrence contexts should exhibit different levels of
challenges.

Some recent studies have suggested that a better predictor of the probability of
initiating or reciprocating a dispute is not whether the case involves direct or extended
deterrence but how experienced the states are with nuclear weapons. Michael Horowitz
and Erik Gartzke (of the University of Pennsylvania and the University of California at San
Diego, respectively) showed that new nuclear powers are more likely to reciprocate crises
and have their crises reciprocated than experienced nuclear powers.35 Horowitz found that
the probability that a nuclear state will reciprocate a dispute with a non-nuclear state
drops from .53 one year after developing nuclear weapons to .23 fifty-six years later.
Horowitz found that two new nuclear powers are 67 percent more likely to reciprocate a
dispute than two average non-nuclear states. Two experienced nuclear states are 65
percent less likely to reciprocate. The probability of dispute reciprocation between an
experienced and new nuclear power is 26 percent greater than two non-nuclear states,
and the probability of a very experienced state and a somewhat experienced state
reciprocating is 42 percent less. Horowitz also found that the effect of experience with
nuclear weapons is strongest for nuclear challengers. The different structures of strategic
interaction in direct and extended deterrence do not render the paradox invalid in nuclear
South Asia.
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The Cold War exhibited neither Soviet-sponsored insurgents that attacked targets
inside the United States nor direct territorial contiguity between principal adversaries.
Although these dynamics differentiate South Asia from the Cold War, they do not render
the paradox an invalid tool to explain South Asia. There is no logical link between
territorial proximity and revisionism: shorter missile flight paths and the lack of advanced
and robust early warning systems in South Asia could deter a challenge through a higher
probability of inadvertent escalation, or provide incentives to start one through beliefs in
quick victories. Weak command and control infrastructures and inadvertence or accidents
could cause a crisis but also deter one through fear of inadvertent nuclear escalation.
Pakistan-sponsored insurgent groups that have struck targets inside India might make
Indian responses, Pakistani retaliation, and nuclear war more likely. But they could also, by
bringing India and Pakistan to the nuclear brink, instill sufficient concern in Pakistani
leaders of inadvertent escalation to distance them from the insurgent groups they sponsor
and perhaps even encourage Indo-Pakistani cooperation.36 India’s new Cold Start doctrine,
designed to quickly penetrate Pakistani territory and destroy terrorist infrastructure after a
terrorist attack before Pakistan is able to retaliate, could increase the probability of
inadvertent escalation. But it could also deter Pakistani sponsorship of terrorists.37 There is
no reason why the paradox does not explain a region that exhibits territorially contiguous
adversaries and state-sponsored terrorist attacks. These variables do not undermine the
validity of the paradox to South Asia.

Conventional Instability and Nuclear Learning

If the paradox is correct, should we expect to observe continued conventional aggression
until the challenger’s revisionist ambitions are realized? This question has not only obvious
policy implications but also significant theoretical significance. Columbia University’s
Robert Jervis noted that the question of how states adjust to an unacceptable situation is a
“yawning gap in our knowledge.”38 Kapur argues that if the paradox is correct, “attempts
to stabilize Indo-Pakistani relations at both the nuclear and subnuclear levels could be
futile, or even dangerous, as increased strategic stability allows more low-level conflict.”39

His theoretical model expects weak revisionist states to indefinitely challenge the status
quo; he attributes Pakistani restraint in Kashmir after the resolution of the 2001–02 ten-
month crisis to “pressure from the United States to join American anti-terror efforts after
September 11, 2001.”40 But this is an ad hoc revision to the theory and may be incorrect.
Coercive diplomacy usually fails.41 The Clinton and George W. Bush administrations
unsuccessfully attempted to stop Pakistani revisionism in Kashmir before September 2001,
so there are not strong reasons to expect it to have worked thereafter.42 More generally, if
Kapur’s model is the last word on the impact of nuclear proliferation on state conflict
propensity, then weak, revisionist, new nuclear powers should indefinitely challenge the
status quo. But they do not: experience affects the conflict propensity of new nuclear
powers.43

Kapur offers, and rejects, an explanation for Pakistani moderation in Kashmir after
2002 based on learning. He notes that perhaps “India and Pakistan have discovered that
conventional violence in a nuclear environment is unproductive and dangerous.”44 He
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argues, however, that this is not the case because “the learning that has occurred has
been largely dysfunctional and dangerously hawkish.”45 To support this claim, he cites
evidence that suggests that Pakistani leaders learned that Kargil-style compellence
operations are useful for achieving Pakistani strategic objectives. Musharraf, for example,
claimed that “whatever movement has taken place so far in the direction of finding a
solution to Kashmir is due considerably to the Kargil conflict.”46 Musharraf, however, likely
learned a different lesson from the Kargil war in the 2001–02 crisis. He was prepared to
accept the risk of nuclear compellence causing nuclear war before Kargil; he did not
experience fear of imminent nuclear war during that conflict and seems to have learned
from it that nuclear compellence would continue to realize Pakistan’s interests. But I argue
below that the experience of having feared imminent nuclear war around May 30, 2002,
seems to have made him much less willing to accept it thereafter.

I have elsewhere developed a theoretical model grounded in realist theory and
social psychology that explains the high conflict propensity of new nuclear powers.47 I
cannot satisfactorily outline it here: rather, in this section I outline a causal mechanism
involving fear of imminent nuclear war and the paradox that explains the impact of
nuclear weapons on the conflict propensity of Cold War Europe and South Asia. It suggests
that if the paradox is correct, we should not expect long-term revisionism by weak
revisionist nuclear powers. The basic idea is that leaders challenge the status quo based on
their willingness to risk the low probability outcome of nuclear war, as the paradox
predicts, and cause a nuclear crisis in that or a subsequent challenge. The crisis causes
them to experience fear of an imminent nuclear war. This experience of fear, conditional
on beliefs about control over the crisis, causes them to moderate their revisionism. Leaders
learn about the limits and/or dangers of nuclear compellence not from the historical
record but their own direct experiences.48 The experience of fear of imminent nuclear war
does not, I argue, cause risk aversion.49 It does not influence estimates of how undesirable
nuclear war is or even the probability of inadvertent escalation. Rather, assuming that
leaders believe that there is a fixed probability of nuclear compellence causing inadvertent
escalation, it causes them to prefer options that eliminate the risk of nuclear war. Such
policies tend to involve refraining from further nuclear compellence. I refer to such
beliefs here as “pessimistic risk estimates.” Whereas before experiencing fear of imminent
nuclear war, leaders were prepared to roll the dice and practice nuclear compellence,
after experiencing such fear they are not. Snyder originally suggested that the fear of
nuclear escalation substantially moderates the temptation to be emboldened after nuclear
weapon development.50 It is odd that almost none of the paradox literature has addressed
Snyder’s extension to his argument.51 Kenneth Waltz claimed that deterrence does not
depend on rationality but fear.52 But we do not know how and when fear causes
deterrence to succeed in the nuclear age.

Fear in the Laboratory

Experimental studies have shown that experiencing fear has a systematic impact on one’s
acceptance of risk. Harvard University and University of California at Berkeley psychologists
Jennifer Lerner and Dacher Keltner developed the appraisal tendency framework to show
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that the experience of fear has systematic impacts on judgment and choice. Appraisal
themes are goal-directed processes through which emotions exert effects on judgment and
choice until the emotion-eliciting problem is resolved. They systematically link specific
emotions to specific judgment and choice outcomes.53 Fear is defined by the appraisal
themes of uncertainty, unpleasantness, and lack of control in new situations.54 Fearful
people will, as a consequence of this appraisal tendency, perceive greater risk across
new situations. The same patterns for fear (and anger) appeared in experimental studies
across tasks assessing risk perception, risk preferences, and one’s comparative chances of
experiencing a variety of positive and negative events.55Fearful individuals consistently
made relatively pessimistic risk judgments regardless of whether fear was naturally occurring
or experimentally induced, judgment targets were relevant to the subject, probabilities
of different outcomes were known or not, or estimates were expressed publicly or privately.

In one experiment, participants predicted the likelihood that specific positive and
negative events would occur in their own life compared with the lives of relevant peers.
The differences observed for fear (and anger) influenced not only choices with known
probabilities and little personal consequence, but also judgments with unknown
probabilities and real personal consequence.56 In another study, respondents exposed to
a fear-inducing manipulation assigned, on average, a 7.8 percent higher probability to five
negative consequences of terror than did respondents exposed to an anger-inducing
manipulation. These emotions carried over to probability judgments for routine risks
having no obvious connection to the terrorism related manipulations.57 Other studies have
shown that Lerner and Keltner’s basic insight about appraisal tendencies apply to other
emotions.58 Lerner and Keltner showed that fear is more likely to cause pessimistic risk
choices where people feel that they have some control over the situation. The effect of
fear on risk will be strongest when people are unsure of how much they can control the
situation and predict the future. Extremes of high or low certainty about future control
tend to minimize the effect.59

Fear and the Paradox

Experiencing the fear of imminent nuclear war should—conditional on beliefs about
control of a nuclear crisis—moderate a weak revisionist leader’s nuclear compellence.
Refraining from nuclear compellence is hardly risk-free. But risk is central to most of
international politics, and accepting the status quo will usually be less risky for weak
revisionists than further nuclear compellence. Leaders who experience genuine fear of
imminent nuclear war but believe that they have no control over whether nuclear war
occurs should accept further risk, perhaps authorizing or encouraging the use of nuclear
weapons. Leaders in the defending state that experience such fear may also moderate
their policies, but defender moderation may not be necessary to cause the challenger to
accept the status quo.

One inferential challenge should be noted at the outset. Even if India and Pakistan
behaved roughly like the United States and Soviet Union, we cannot determine if the
cause is the effect of fear or that the later participants learned from the earlier
experiences.60 But leaders tend to not learn from other states’ history.61 If both cases
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exhibited compelling situations and leaders experienced fear of imminent nuclear war
before they moderated their revisionism, this might suggest that the personal experience
of fearing imminent nuclear war is more likely to influence a state’s nuclear compellence
strategy than learning from history. If Pakistani leaders learned from Cold War history,
perhaps they should have moderated their revisionism before experiencing fear of
imminent nuclear war in May 2002.

There is now strong evidence that Nikita Khrushchev and Pervez Musharraf
experienced fear of imminent nuclear war. The evidence necessary to test hypotheses
about the paradox and fear of imminent nuclear war involves longitudinal data about
political leaders’ emotional states and orientations to risk. This may be one reason why,
despite the centrality of psychological processes of perception and fear to nuclear
deterrence and proliferation, relatively little work has applied psychological models to the
subject since Jervis’s seminal contributions.62 I rely on a 2010 interview with Pervez
Musharraf and the relatively extensive historical record on Nikita Khrushchev to establish
the effect fear of imminent nuclear war had on risk choices. I also argue that it appears
that Khrushchev and Musharraf did not experience this fear before October 1962 and May
2002, respectively. The goal of this section is not to definitively confirm that the
experience of fear of imminent nuclear war explains the impact of nuclear proliferation
in Cold War Europe and South Asia. Rather, I aim to establish that the explanation outlined
here is as consistent with available data on the Cold War and South Asia as Kapur’s
orthodox wisdom, and is consistent with the paradox. Insofar as it offers a theoretically
coherent model for Pakistani behavior before and after September 11, 2001, it moves
beyond Kapur’s basic model.

Nikita Khrushchev experienced fear of imminent nuclear war around October 24,
1962. The cause seems to have been his belief that Soviet naval challenges to the
quarantine around Cuba may have caused inadvertent escalation, although later events in
the crisis may have reinforced this. He admitted to his Presidium colleagues on October 25
that he “started out and then got afraid.”63 About six weeks later, Khrushchev informed
international peace activist Norman Cousins that “… I was scared. …I was frightened
about what could happen to my country—or your country or all the other countries that
would be devastated by a nuclear war.”64 If Khrushchev’s associates who succeeded him in
1964 also experienced fear of imminent nuclear war in October 1962, they may have been
similarly unwilling to challenge the Berlin or Cuban status quo.

There is now some evidence suggesting that Pervez Musharraf also experienced fear
of imminent nuclear war during the second peak of the 2001–02 crisis. After an attack
killed more than thirty civilians at a military camp in Jammu, Indian Prime Minister
Vajpayee publicly vowed to authorize his mobilized infantry strike forces to invade
Pakistan. Musharraf believed that an Indian attack was imminent, ordered missile tests on
May 25, 26, and 28 to deter India, and believed that the Pakistani reaction to an Indian
attack would directly or indirectly cause nuclear escalation.65 He “hardly slept for several
nights” because he “feared nuclear war.”66

The experience of fear of imminent nuclear war may have been necessary to cause
the deterrence of Soviet revisionism after 1962 and Pakistani revisionism after 2002. Earlier
challenges that did not cause the decision makers to experience fear of imminent nuclear
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war resulted in further challenges. Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, but
the extensive literature on the Cold War crisis years offers no evidence that Khrushchev
experienced fear of imminent nuclear war before October 24, 1962.67 While Musharraf
seems to have experienced fear of imminent nuclear war during the second peak of the
ten-month crisis at the end of May 2002, he does not appear to have experienced fear of
nuclear escalation at Kargil. He argued, consistently with many other South Asian
commentators, that the Kargil war was “controlled and localized.”68 He seems to have
learned of the economic and political costs of the Kargil operation but continued to
believe that covertly sponsoring the Kashmir insurgency might achieve his goals.69 Like
Khrushchev, his nuclear compellence strategy toward his primary nuclear weapon-
equipped adversary seems to have been substantially moderated by his experience of
fear of imminent nuclear war in May 2002.

One can argue that the paradox does not explain South Asia because violence in
Kashmir and India after 2002 declined but did not disappear. Explaining the causes of
terrorist violence in Kashmir and India since then is difficult because the relationship
between Musharraf and his successor, General Ashfaq Kayani, other members of the
Pakistani military and intelligence, and terrorist groups such as Lakshar-e-Taiba is unclear.
Some might argue that the 2008 terrorist attacks in Mumbai falsify the psychological
model because they were sponsored by the Pakistani army and caused a major Indo-
Pakistani crisis. It is unlikely, this argument would run, that Kayani concluded that
sponsoring terrorism from behind a shield of nuclear deterrence is too risky. But it is not
clear that Lakshar-e-Taiba, the group responsible for the attacks, had the support of the ISI
or the Army. Nor is it clear that the Indo-Pakistani crisis exhibited the escalatory potential
of the 2001–02 crisis.

Those responsible for training and recruiting the attackers may have been retired ISI
and Army officials.70 It is possible that the original government-sponsored plan was for a
much smaller scale operation in Kashmir that was then undermined by the Lakshar, such
that the Army and ISI lost operational control of it.71 One of the reasons that the 2008
Mumbai crisis was dangerous was that one of the organizers of the attacks called Pakistani
President Asif Zardari and Army General Ashfaq Kayani from prison, pretending to be
the Indian external affairs minister, and threatened them with an imminent military
response.72 Many analysts believe that one of the motives for the attacks was to
undermine secret Indo-Pakistani peace talks.73 Moreover, while Pakistan has increased
production of nuclear weapons and deployed tactical nuclear missiles close to the
international border, these are more defensive than offensive. While they may be
designed to deter Indian retaliation to Pakistani-sponsored terrorism in India, they could
also be designed to deter Indian aggression in the aftermath of attacks by terrorist groups
that Pakistan no longer controls.74 Moreover, the presence of terrorist groups that want
war between India and Pakistan creates incentives for India and Pakistan to cooperate
sufficiently to eliminate the challenge.

The hypothesis that Musharraf’s experience of fear of imminent nuclear war
moderated—but did not eliminate—Pakistani revisionism explains the same evidence as
Kapur’s claim that the US commitment to Afghanistan had this effect. Pakistani restraint
was likely overdetermined. But it is also possible that US pressure after the September 11
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attacks was unnecessary to moderate Pakistani behavior. Musharraf’s fear of imminent
nuclear war may have been sufficient to do this.

Conclusion

I have argued that Kapur’s claims about the validity of the paradox to nuclear South Asia
are incorrect. Nuclear stability, not instability, encouraged conventional instability in South
Asia. There is no evidence that Pakistani beliefs that nuclear war was possible, rather than
beliefs that it was unlikely, caused Pakistani aggression. Nuclear South Asia exhibited
stability/instability mechanisms linking nuclear proliferation to crises or wars similar to
those of Cold War Europe. Several variables that differentiate nuclear South Asia from Cold
War Europe do not render the paradox invalid to the former. I have argued that the fear of
imminent nuclear escalation that Pervez Musharraf experienced at the second peak of the
ten-month crisis may have moderated Pakistani revisionism in a similar manner to Soviet
revisionism forty years earlier. The development of nuclear weapons by India and Pakistan
has caused short-term instability. But the claim that this is inconsistent with the paradox is
wrong, and the assertion that long-term instability is inevitable is far from clear. Short-term
instability may be necessary for long-term stability. Absent the experience of fear of
imminent nuclear war, Soviet challenges in Berlin and Pakistani challenges in Kashmir may
have persisted after 1962 and 2002.

Scholars and policy makers need to understand that the impact of nuclear
proliferation on patterns of stability and instability in South Asia is very similar to that of
Cold War Europe and consistent with Snyder’s original paradox formulation. The paradox
may also predict the consequences of Iranian nuclear weapons. If Khamenei and/or the
senior Revolutionary Guard commanders have revisionist preferences and develop nuclear
weapons, they may risk the low probability of nuclear war and attempt to increase the
cost of US influence in the Persian Gulf through harassing Persian Gulf tanker traffic,
coercing US regional allies, and increasing sponsorship of the insurgency in Iraq and
elsewhere. Like the Soviets and Pakistanis, fear of imminent nuclear war might be
necessary for Iranian leaders to reject the risk of nuclear escalation and moderate their
revisionism. Thus, Council on Foreign Relations scholars James Lindsay and Ray Takeyh
recently suggested that a nuclear Iran would be most dangerous “at first, when it would
likely be at its most reckless.” But, “like other nuclear aspirants before them, the guardians
of the theocracy might discover that nuclear bombs are simply not good for diplomatic
leverage or strategic aggrandizement.”75

The effects of fear of imminent nuclear war on the conflict propensity of nuclear
powers suggest some counterintuitive policies for the United States. If beliefs about
extreme levels of future control do not cause pessimistic risk estimates, leaders of new
nuclear powers who believe that they are about to be struck by nuclear or conventional
attacks might use nuclear weapons. President Barack Obama would therefore do well to
unilaterally take pre-emptive strikes off the table.76 Attempts to spark crises to induce
experiences of fear would be a bad idea because the new nuclear power leaders would
rightly believe that they had little control over the crisis and perhaps use nuclear weapons.
On the other hand, leaders in Iran and North Korea may develop nuclear weapons capable
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of targeting their primary adversaries and attempt to revise the status quo and cause a
nuclear crisis. Obama should discourage regional powers from pre-emptively attacking the
new nuclear power, and should be wary of intervening in nuclear crises because other
potential nuclear revisionists could learn that nuclear compellence is effective because
Washington will bail them out of trouble. The Cold War and South Asian cases suggest
that the experience of fear of imminent nuclear war will moderate Iranian and North
Korean revisionism in the manner originally predicted by Snyder. If nuclear proliferation is
dangerous when leaders learn it is safe, it becomes safe when they learn it is dangerous.
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